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SUMMAR'{ 

The old and important problem of estimating the discontinuous (mixed) spectrum of a series 

containing periodic components was considered in this paper. Most nonparametric spectral esti

mation procedures were developed for estimating smooth spectra and did not provide satisfactory 

results in estimating mixed spectra. A nonparametric estimation procedure was proposed for 

estimating discontinuous spectra. The procedure first finds a robust filter, which is insensitive to 

the presence of periodic components, to prewhiten the noise series and then uses a feature preserv

ing smoother on the residual periodograms to estimate the discontinuous spectrum of the filtered 

series. The procedure was applied to some simulated data, and the results were compared with 

the classical kernel estimates and the autoregressive spectral estimates. The proposed procedure 

performs much better than the classical methods in estimating mixed spectra. The proposed pro

cedure was also applied to three real data sets, including the famous Canadian lynx data. The 

proposed procedure was extended to estimate high-dimensional spectra. The problem of testing 

the significance of periodic components was discussed, and a testing procedure was also suggested. 

KE}'WORDS: ~ITXED SPECTRUM; PERIODIC COMPOJ\'ENTS; PERIODOGRAM; KERT\'EL 

SPECTR,\L ESTIM.A.TE; FEATURE PRESERVING SPECTR-\L ESTIMATE; ROBUST 

PRE\\1-IITE:'.\: AUTOREGRESSIVE SPECTRAL ESTThl>\TE, AKAIKE'S CRITERION: 

SPATL\L-TEMPOR,\L PROCESSES; FREQUENCY-WAVEJ\'UMBER SPECTRUM; CA..~A

DL,\;'\'. L ''.i:'1\-X TRAPPINGS; Th1A.GE PROCESSING. 

1. Introduction 

\\'hen analyzing a time series, one interesting and important question often asked is that 

whether the series contains periodic components. In order to answer this question, we need a 
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procedure to estimate the discontinuous (mixed) spectrum or a series containing periodic com-

ponents. We also need a procedure to test the significance of the periodic components. The prob

lem of estimating a mixed spectrum has been studied extensively, and several estimation pro

cedures have been proposed. Most. of these methods try to use a continuous function to approxi

mate a discontinuous spectrum and do not provide satisfactory results. 

In this paper, we are interested in a series which might contain periodic components. The 

series of interest can be modeled as 

X(t) = S(t) + t:(t), t=l, ... IT, 

where t:(t) is a st.ationary series which satisfies the mixed condition of Brillinger (1975) (Assump

tion 2.6.1) that all moments oft:( t) exist and 

00 

E I c,,1:(u1, . .. , "1:-1) I < oo, (1) 
• l' ... ' •;.-1-=-oo 

where c,,1:(u 1, .. . , tt,:_i) is the kth order cummulant function of t:(t). Under this assumption, the 

series t:( t) has a bounded and uniformly continuous power spectrum 

00 

f i>-.) = (2n't1 E c,(u)exp(-i>-.v), 
•=-oo 

where c i u) = cc.iv) is the autocovariance function of t:( t ). In the following discussion, we 

should call t:(t) and/ c(>-.) the noise series and the noise spectrum, respectively. Without loss of 

generality, we assume t:(t) has mean zero. The function S(t) consists of periodic components, 

K 
S(t) = ~R;(t)cos{w,-t+ef,;(t)}, 

i=l 

where K is the number of periodic components and w;rO is the frequency of the ith component. 

The amplitudes R;( t) and the phase 4>.-( t) are functions that change slowly over time t. We 

should allow K t..o be zero to include the case that S(t)==<). We call a periodic component pure 

when the amplitude and phase functions are constant, and call it modulated otherwise. 

For a series which contains pure periodic components, it is possible to rigorously define the 

spectrum of X( t) by assuming that the phases are independent random variables distribut,ed uni-



formly over (-,r, 1r). Then X( t) has a discontinuous (mixed) spectrum which i8 equal to the noise 

spectrum plus delta functions at the frequenciei; of the periodic components. However, we would 

prefer to view the series X( t) as a non-stationary series with mean function S( t ). The spectrum of 

the series X( t) is therefore not rigorously defined. In this paper, the word "spectrum" is used 

loosely; the spectrum of the series X( t) means that 

fx(>.) =ls(>.)+ fr(>.), 

where 

ls(>-.)= Ids(>-.) l2/(2rrT) 

is the periodogram of the series S ( t) at frequency >. and 

T 
ds(>-.) = ES(t)exp(-i>-.t) 

1-1 

is the Fourier transform of S(t). The periodograms Ix(>.) and Jr(>.) of the series X(t) and t(t) are 

defined similarly. The Fourier transform and the periodogram of a series are usually evaluated at 

the Fourier frequencies >-.,-=2rrj/T, j=0,l, ... , by the Fast Fourier Transform [Cooley and Tukey 

{1965)]. 

According t.o the definition, the spectrum / x(>-.) has substantial amplitude at frequencies 

close to w; 's. Therefore, from the spectrum, one can obtain important information about the 

number, the amplitudes and the approximate frequencies of the periodic components. In practice, 

the spectrum is usually unknown and bas to be estimated from the observed series. 

One approach in studying series with periodic components is to estimate the periodic com

ponents first and then estimate the noise spectrum from the residual series. For references of this 

approach see Hannan (1973), Bolt and Brillinger {1979), Hasan (1982), Whittle (1952) and Walker 

(1973). These methods usually require some prior information which can be obtained from a non-

parametric spectral estimate. 

\Ve briefly ~Yiew two classical nonparametric estimates, the kernel and the aut.oregressive 

spectral estimat~. in the next section. The classical methods are originally developed for estimat~ 

ing continuous spectra and have fundamental difficulties in estimating mixed spectra. We propose 
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a procedure to estimate discontinuow- spectra. The detail of the procedure is given in Sections 3 

and 4. In Section 5 the proposed procedure and the two classical methods are applied to some 

simulated series. The proposed procedure performs much better than the classical methods in 

estimating mixed spectra. The problem of testing the significance of periodic components is dis

cussed in Section 7 .. We also apply the proposed procedure to estimau- the spectra of three sets of 

real data, including the famous Canadian lynx data. The results are gi,·en in Section 8. In Section 

9 the proposed procedure is extended to estimat.e high-dimensional spectra. 

2. Two Classical Spectral Estimators 

Among nonparametric estimators, the kernel method is the one used most often. The pr~ 

cedure estimates / x(X) by a weighted average of the periodograms at the Fourier frequencies close 

to X. Readers are referred to Brillinger (1975) for detail information about the properties of the 

kernel estimator. 

The motivation of using the kernel method is based on the the fact that, when the series 

satisfies the mixed condition of ( 1 ), the periodograms lx(X;) in a small window are approximately 

independent and identically distributed. However this result does not hold when the window con

tains peaks. The procedure will smooth the peaks, and overestimate the spectrum at frequencies 

close to the peaks. The biases can be reduced by using a smaller window, but this will increase 

the variance of the estimate and produce a very erratic spectrum. To determine a proper 

bandwidth is usually a difficult job. 

Another procedure which attracts a lot of attention from engineers is the maximum entropy 

method proposed in Burg (1967). Lacoss (1971) showed that this method is essentially equivalent 

to the autoregressive spectral estimate of Parzen (1969). Parzen (1983) gave a review on the 

autoregressive spectral estimate. The autoregressive procedure were generalized to the 

autoregressive-moving average spectral estimate in Gray and Woodward (1986) and Morton and 

Gray (1984). 

The procedure fits the series with an autoregressive proce55. and estimates the spectrum by 
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where ~2 is the estimated residual variance and 

ffl 

A(>.)= l+ E~(v)exp(-i>.v) 
•-I 

is the transfer function of the filter with the estimated coefficient.5 4>{ • )'s, and m is the order of 

the fitted autregressive process. The problem of determining the order is similar to the problem 

of selecting the bandwidth for the kernel estimate. Several criteria have been proposed for select

ing the order [Akaike (1974), Parzen (1974, 1977) and Hannan and Quinn (1979)]. The most 

widely used criterion is the Akaike's criterion [Akaike (1974)] which is defined by 

AIC(m) = log&2 + (2m)/T, m 2:1. 

'When the series contains strong periodic components, the Akaike 's criterion tends to choose 

a high order autoregressive process which will produce a lot of false peaks. On the other hand. 

when the series contains weak peaks, the Akaike's criterion tends to choose a small order, and the 

spectra.I estimate will fail to show the peaks. Therefore it is not proper to use the Akaike's cri

terion to choose the order in estimating mixed spectra, and one still ha.s the problem of selecting a 

proper order for the autoregressive process. The other criteria have similar problems. 

Since the autoregressive procedure usually gives a smoother (but not more accurate) esti

mate and makes it easier to locate the peaks. the autoregressive spectral estimate is often called 

"high-resolution•· method by engineers. The autoregressive spectral estimator has been widely 

used in the engineering community for estimating mixed spectra. 

From the discussion above, we see that these two procedures have fundamental difficulties. 

The kernel estimate requires the assumption that the spectrum is a smooth function; but a mixed 

spectrum is not smooth at the peaks. The autoregressive procedure tries to approximate a discon

tinuous function with a continuous function. We should note that both procedures are originally 

designed for estimating smooth spectra. \Ye use a different approach to estimate mixed spectra. 

The basic idea is to use discontinuous functions to estimate discontinuous spectra, thus avoiding 

the fundamental difficulties of the classical methods. 
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8. The Feature Preserving Smoother 

The proposed procedure estimates the spectrum / x(>..) from the periodograms, Ix(>..,-), at tht' 

Fourier frequencies'>.;= (21rj)/T, i=l, ... , [(T-1)/2]. We obsern that, when the series con

tains periodic components, 2lx(>..)/ fr(>..) has approximately a noncentral chi-square distribution 

with 2 degrees of freedom and the noncentrality parameter {2fs(>..)/ f ,(>..)}. Since fs(>..) has sub

stantial amplitude only at frequencies around the peaks, the periodograms Ix(>..;) can be viewed, 

approximately, as a sequence of independent and exponentially distributed random variables 

which contains some outliers (peaks). Except at the peaks, the mean function µ(j) of the sequence 

Ix(>..;) is a smooth function which is approximately equal to / i(>..,-). 

Chiu (1987) considered the problem of estimating the mean function of a sequence of 

independent random variables, and proposed a feature preserving smoothing procedure for the 

situations in which the mean function might change abruptly. We apply the feature preserving 

procedure to smooth the periodograms and obtain an estimate of the mixed spectrum. We briefly 

describe the procedure here; readers are referred to Chiu (1987) for more detail. 

Suppose that we have a sequence of independent observations Y(l), ... , Y(N) with mean 

µ(l), ... ,µ(N), and we are interested in estimating the mean function µ(t). We assume that the 

mean function changes rather slowly except at some abrupt jumps. We estimate µ( t 0) from the 

observations in a window with length /. The window is usually centered at t 0. Intuitively, if we 

knew the locations of the abrupt changes, we would only use the observations in the same region 

of t0 to estimate µ(t 0 ). Though, in practice, the locations of the abrupt changes are usually unk

nown, we can classify the window into different regions, and then estimate µ( t 0) by a weighted 

average over the points in the same region of t 0 . The basic idea of the classification procedure is 

to merge the neighboring regions with minimum "distance" until there are only a few regions. 

The merger process is terminated when the distances between neighboring regions are too large. 

\\'e now describe the procedure. 

Step 1. At the beginning, each point is a region. 
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Step 2. The distances between neighboring regions are computed. The distance between two 

neighboring regions R I and R 2 is defined a.c.. 

where Y• is the sample mean of the region R• and n• is the number of points in R,. 

Step 3. Find the minimum distance drnm among all neighboring regions. 

Step 4. If the number of regions is bigger than L, go to Step 6, otherwise go to Step 5. The 

number L is chosen according to the complexity of the mean function. We let L =5 in this 

paper. 

Step 5. When there are few regions, we compute the statistic DK=dmin/ a, where a2 is the mean 

squares within regions, 

K is the number of regions, and the kth region R.={t•, ... , tH1-l}. We note that DK is 

scale and location invariant. The statistic DK tends to be large when the means of the 

regions are different. So if DK is bigger than cK, we stop merging regions and go to Step 7, 

otherwise go to Step 6. The critical values cK are determined according to how much 

chance of finding a false discontinuity one is willing to tolerate. 

Step 6. The neighboring regions with minimum distance are merged. If there is only one region 

now, go to Step 7, otherwise go to Step 2 and repeat the merger process. 

Step 7. Estimate µ( t0) from the observations which are in the same region of t 0 . 

Though the value of cK can be set by trial-and-error, we would prefer to set the value as 

the upper a point of the null distribution of DK. Due to the complexity of the procedure, it is 

difficult to obtain the exact null distribution. However, we could find approximate value~ by 

Monte Carlo methods. \Ve note that the periodograms of a series with smooth spectrum are 
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asymptotically exponentially distributed. 

This 15moothing procedure requires that the mean function ch&nges 15lowly over t except at 

the a.brupt changes. The procedure might find discontinuities for processes with rapidly changed 

(but continuous) mean functions. In practice, the spectrum of a series usually changes quite 

rapidly. Therefore, the feature preserving smoother might produce some undesired discontinui

ties. In order to solve this problem, we propose a robust prewhitening procedure in the next sec

tion. The procedure finds a filter such that the filtered series has a near constant noise spectrum. 

-'· A Robust Prewhitening Procedure 

As discussed in Section 3, the kernel estimate might have substantial bias when the assump

tion of constant spectrum is violated. Prewhitening is often recommended for reducing the bias. 

The idea was proposed in Press and Tukey (1956). The objective of prewhitening is to filter a 

series such that the filtered series has a near constant spectrum. The assumption of constant spec

trum is thereby better approximated. The spectrum of the original series is estimated by 

](>,) = IA(>.) 1-21 R(>.), 

where A(>.) is the transfer function of the filter and JR(>.) is the kernel estimate of the spectrum 

of the filtered ( residual) series. We could obtain a near constant residual spectrum f R (>.) if we 

could find a filter with I A(>.) 1-2 close to f x(>. ). From this, we see that I A(>.) 1-2 can be viewed as 

a rough estimate of the spectrum. We note that it is not required to actually filter the data to 

obtain the residual periodograms [Brillinger (1975), p 159]. The residual periodogram is approxi

mately equal to the original periodogram times I A(>.) I 2. One general procedure of determining a 

filter is by fitting an autoregressive scheme to the data. 

For series with mixed spectrum, it is difficult (if not impossible) to obtain a near constant 

residual spectrum. The rough estimate, I A(.>.) 1-2, has serious biases caused by the presence of 

the peaks. It usually overestimates the spectrum at the frequencies close to the peaks. 

Our objective is different from the one of the classical pre-whitening. We would like t.o find 

a filter with IA(>.)[-2 close to the continuous noise spectrum/,(>.) [not fx(>--);. thus the residual 
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noise spectrum will be near constant. 

Since the periodogra.m Ix(>.) has substantial amplitude only at the frequencies close to the 

pea.ks, the periodogra.ms at these frequencies can therefore be viewed as outliers. Any procedure 

which can provide a "robust" estimate that is insensitive to these outliers will achieve our goal. 

We remark that the purpose and the meaning of this "robust" filter is different from the robust 

filter studied in Kleiner et al. (1979) and Martin and Yohai (1986). We now describe in detail 

such a. procedure. 

Step 1. Fit the da.ta with a.n autoregressive scheme of order m and compute /(>.)=o-2jA(>.)l-2, 

where o-2 is the estimated residua.I va.ria.nce. The order m =4 or 5 will be sufficient for most 

applications. The selection of the order will be discussed later. 

Step 2. Define the modified periodogram at the Fourier frequencies>.;, j=l, . .. , T-1, as 

I J(>.;) 
/(>-.;) = -

cf(>-.;) 

/(>-.;)Ii(>-.;) < C 

/(>-.;)//(A;)~ C 

where c = -log( o ), o determines the portion of periodograms to be modified. The pro

cedure is not very sensitive to the value of a. We let o=0.05 in this paper. 

Step 3. Compute the modified autocovariance function c ( u) from the modified periodograms by 

the inverse Fourier transform. 

Step 4. From the modified autocovariance function, find the coefficients of the autoregressive 

processes. a.nd compute / (>--) = (211'}-1 r/2 /IA(>.) I 2 , where u2 = e {0)/(1-o) is a robust esti-

mate for the residual variance. 

Step 5. Repeat the iteration from Steps 2 to 4 until the estimates of the coefficients converge. In 

our experience, the differences between the consecutive estimates are usually smaller than 

0.01 after 5 it.eratiom. 

Step 6. Obtain a rough estimate J pw(>--)=J(>-.) for the noise spectrum/,(>.). 
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We will show in the Appendix that. when X( t) is an aut.oregressive Gaussian process, the 

robust procedure provides a consistent estimate for the parameters and the spectrum. We apply 

the feature preservmg smoother to the approximate residual periodograms 

IR(>-.;)= fx(>-.;)/]pw(>-.;), and obtain an estimate JR(>-.) for the residual spectrum. The final esti

mate of /x(>-.) is f rp(>.) = f R(>.)f nv(>-). 

6. Some Simulated Examples 

We apply the proposed procedure to five examples and compare the results with the classi

cal kernel and the aut.oregressive spectral estimates. We first describe the examples. 

Example 1, Seriu u,ith a continuott8 apectrum. A realization of 200 points of the process 

X(t) = Z 1(t) + Z 2(t), 

where 

and 

Z2(t) = --0.9Zz(t-1) + 0.83Zz(t) + cz(t) 

are two second order autoregressive processes, and c 1( t) and c2( t) are two independent white 

Gaussian series with mean zero and variance 1. The spectrum of X( t) has two modes around fre

quencies 0.17 and 0.28. 

Example 2, Serie8 u•ith a atrong periodic component. A realization of 200 points of the process 

X(t) = (20) 112cos{2r.(0.201)t} + Z(t). 

where 

Z(t) = 0.92Z(t-l) + c(t) 

is a first order autoregressive process and c( t) is a white Gaussian series with mean zero and vari

ance 4. 

Example S, Serie8 u•ith a moderate. periodic component. A realization of 200 points of the process 

X(t) = l.2cos{2r.(0.2t)} + Z(t), 
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where Z(t) is the same autoregressive process (but different realization) as the one in Example 2. 

Example ,I. Series with two periodir components at close frequencies. A realization of 200 points 

of the process 

X(t) = (20)112cos{2,r(0.2t)} + (3) 112cos{2,r(0.215t)} ...... Z(t), 

where Z( t) is a first order autoregressive process as defined in (). The variance of the white series 

is 1.6. This example is similar to Example 3 of Gray and Woodward (1986). The amplitude of 

the noise spectrum at frequency 0.2 is about l/(21r), which is the amplitude of the spectrum of the 

white noise series used in Gray and Woodward (1986). All methods considered in Gray and 

Woodward (1986) fail to separate the two close peaks at frequencies 0.2 and 0.215. Except for the 

proposed procedure, we do not know of any other nonparametric estimate that can separate these 

two peaks. 

For each example. The resultant estimates for Examples 1 to 4 are shown in Figures I to 4, 

respectively. In each figure the periodograms are shown in plot A, the feature preserving, the 

classical kernel and the autoregressive spectral estimates are shown in plots B, C and D, respec

tively. For the feature preserving estimates, the window length is 21, L=5 and the critical values 

used are c2=5.99, c3=8.62, c4=4.9i and c6=6.06. These are the approximate 99th percentiles 

of the null distribution of the statistics D2 to D5, respectively. These values are obtained from 

the empirical distributions of 4000 simulations. The weighting function is proportional to a tri

angular kernel function tr( t) = 11- I t I, I t I :S: 10. The value of o used in finding the robust 

filters is 0.05. The orders of the robust filters are 4 for Example 1, and 2 for Examples 2 to 4. 

The classical kernel estimates use the same window length and weighting function as those 

used in the feature-preserving estimates. The orders of the prewhitening filters are 4 for all exam

ples. The orders of the autoregressive spectral estimates in Examples 1 to 4 are i, Ii, 3 and 6, 

respectively, which are selected according to Akaike 's criterion. The coefficients of the autore

gressive processes are obtained from the Yule-\\·alker equation. 

In the figures, the solid lines are the estimates and the dashed lines are the true noise spec-



tra. The spectra are plotted in log scale. The heights of the vertical lines in Figures 2 and 3 indi

cate the amplit.udes of the periodograms 15 (>.) at frequencies 0.201 and 0.2, respectively. The two 

short vertical lines in Figure 4 show the locations of the peaks. 

From Example 1, we see that the feature preserving procedure and the classical kernel pro

cedure give similar estimates of the continuous spectrum. In Figures 2 to 4. it can be clearly seen 

that the feature preserving procedure gives much better estimates of mixed spectra than the two 

classical procedures do. The proposed procedure not only gives good estimates for the noise spec

tra but also accurately estimates the heights and the locations of the peaks. 

The AR(3) spectral estimate in Example 3 fails to show the moderate peak. On the other 

hand, the AR(l 7) spectral estimate in Example 2 produces a lot of false peaks. These phenomena 

are consistent with the remark in Section 2 a.bout the behavior of Akaike's criterion. 

6. Select the Order for the Robust Prewhitening Filter 

Though we feel that one can pick a proper order by trial-and-error in practice, it certainly 

would be helpful to have some guidance. We can modify Akaike's criterion and use it to choose 

the order. We defined the robust Akaike's criterion, 

RAIC(m) = log°i:T2+(2m)/T, m ~l, 

where m is the order of the robust filter and o-2 is the robust estimate of the residual variance, 

which was defined in Section 4. Figures 5.A to 5.D show the values of Akaike's criterion ( denoted 

by *) and the robust Akaike's criterion (denoted by o) for Examples 1 to 4, respectively. The 

robust Akaike's criterion chooses order 4 for Example 1, and chooses order 1 (the correct order of 

the noise series) for Examples 2 to 4. From the figures, we observed that, for a series with mixed 

spectrum, the value of cr2 might sharply increase as the order of the robust filter increases. This is 

an interesting and important feature of the robust prewhitening pro<'edure. \\'hen the prewhiten

ing procedure becomes seriously affected by the peaks, the robust estimate of the residual varianre 

will sharply increase. Therefore, the order used should be smaller than the order at whirh the 

sharp increase occurs. According to the robust criterion, the orders of the prewhitening filters 
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should not be bigger than 5 for Example 2, and 3 for Example 4. 

When the series is not properly prewhitened, the feature presen·ing procedure might pre,. 

duce some faL<;e discontinuities. So, the proposed estimate can also be used as a diagnostic tool 

for checking whether the' series is properly prewhitened. When the series is properly prewhitened, 

the "shapes" of the estimate JFP(>-.) and the rough estimate fpw(>-.) should be similar. To be 

more precise, the second order derivative of J pw(>-.) should be close to the second order derivative 

In order to illustrate how to use the feature preserving estimate as a diagnostic tool, we use 

a second order robust filter to prewhiten the series of Example 1, and plot J FP(>-.) (the solid line} 

and f pw(>-.) (the dashed line) in Figures 6. It can be seen that the two estimates are very different 

around the frequencies 0.1 and 0.2, where the estimate j FP(>-.) is discontinuous. This suggests 

that the second order robust filter does not properly prewhiten the series. 

7. Test the Significance of Periodic Components 

After finding possible peaks in the periodograms, one is often interested in determining 

whether the peaks are due to the periodic components. In this section, we assume that the noise is 

a Gaussian series. Fisher (1929) proposed a procedure for testing periodic components in a white 

series. The test is based on the statistic 

" F1 = max Ix(.>,;)/:Efx(>-.;), 
1$J$n j=J 

where n =[( T-1 )/2], T is the length of the series. Fisher also gave the exact null distribution of 

FT· Bloomfield (1976) derived the asymptotic null distribution of the statistic Zr = nF T - logn, 

which is 

pr(Zr<z);::::; exp{exp(-z)}. 

Some studies relat,ed to this problem can be found in Hartley (1949), Whittle (1954}, Norwroozi 

(1965), (1966), Shimshoni (1971). Lewis and Fieller (1979), Likes (1966), Kabe (1970), Siegel 

(1980), Priestley (1981) and Chiu (1986). 
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The problem becomes much more complicat,es for the case of a non-white noise series. In 

order to apply the Fisher's test, one must normalize the periodogram by the noise spectrum. 

However the noise spectrum is usually unknown in practice. Whittle (1954) suggested fitting an 

autoregressive process to the series, and then using Fisher's test to the periodograms normalized 

by the estimated autoregressive spectrum. Whittle also showed that, under the hypothesis that 

the noise series is a.n autoregressive Gaussian process, the test statistic has the same asymptotic 

null distribution as that for the Fisher's test. This approach has several drawbacks. AB pointed 

out by Hannan (1961) (also see Example 3 in Section 6), the estimate around the frequencies of 

the peaks might be inflated by the peaks, and this will substantially reduce the power of the test. 

There is another more serious problem that the null hypothesis might be rejected due to the 

inadequacy of the autoregressive model instead of the presence of peaks. While we see no easy 

way to solve the second problem, the first problem might be solved by using a robust procedure, 

such as the one proposed in Section 5, to estimate the coefficients of the autoregressive process. 

Hannon (1961) considered a kernel estimate which is not affected much by the periodogram 

being tested. The basic idea is to exclude the periodogram at frequency '>..; when one estimates 

the noise spectrum / tf>,;)- The kernel used by Hannon has zero weight at the center. Hannon 

applied Fisher's test to the periodograms normalized by the estimated spectrum and showed that 

the test statistic has asymptotically the same null distribution as that for Fisher's test. The esti

mation procedure was generalized and discussed in Bartlett (1967), Brillinger and Rosenblatt 

(1967), and Priestley (1964) and (1981). This test might fail to detect a weak peak which is close 

to a strong one. 

In order to use the approximate distribution, one has to check whether the following two 

conditions are rea.50nable. (a) The noise spectrum is constant in the window. (b) The number of 

the periodogralll:' in the window is big enough, such that the error introduced by substituting the 

estimated spectrum for the true one is negligible. The first condition would be approximately 

satisfied when one uses a small window, but this will decrease the number of the periodograms in 

the window. The condition (a) can be better approximated if we first apply the robust prewhiten-
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ing filter to the series. 

There are two basic problems in testing the significance of the pew: (1) find an estimate for 

the noise spectrum which is insensitive to the presence of peaks, (2) find an approximate null dis

tribution of the test statistic. The feature preserving procedure provides a solution for the first 

problem. For the second problem, we consider the statistics 

F(>-.,) = JR(>-.,)/{ E JR(>-.;)/(2/)} 
1:0:li-il:S:1 

(2) 

where JR(>-.)= Jx(>-.)/f pw(>-.) is the approximate residua.I periodogram. The denominator in (2) is 

similar to the Harman's estimate. Therefore, following the same argument in Hannan (1961 ), it 

can be shown that the maximum of F(>-.,) has the same asymptotic null distribution as that for 

the Fisher's test. However, in practice, the condition (b) might not be able to satisfied, and we 

would like to consider another approximation. 

We will show in the Appendix that, under the assumptions that the series is a Gaussian 

autoregressive process, the distribution of the maximum of F(>-.,) is approximately equal to the 

distribution of the maximum of a sequence of independent F random variables with 2 and 2/ 

degrees of freedom. Hence, we have 

\\·hen we use this test procedure in practice, we have to check whether j pp(>..) and J pw(>..) have 

similar shapes around the frequencies of the peaks. There are two other tests, the grouped 

periodogram test and the P(>-.) test, proposed in Priestley (1962a) and (1962b). 

8. Application to Some Real Examples 

We now apply the feature preserving estimation procedure to to three sets of data; the 

variable-star data. the variation in the Earth's rotation rate and the Canadian lynx data. Except 

for the Canadian lynx data, the window length, the critical values and the value of L used by the 

smoothing procedure are the same as the values used in the simulated examples. Except for the 

variable-star data. a second order robust filter is used to prewhiten the series; the value of a is 

0.05. 
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Data 1. Variable-,tar. The data set consists of the magnitudes of a varia.ble star at midnight on 

600 successive nights !from Whittaker and Robinson (1924), p. 349;. The 301th observation is 

corrected according to Bloomfield (1976), p. 91. This series contains two pure periodic com

ponents at close frequencies, and there is almost no noise in the series besides the rounded off 

errors [Bloomfield (1976)]. We apply the feature preserving smoother to the original periodograms 

to obtain the estimate. Figure 7 shows the periodograms and the estimated spectrum. The spec

trum clearly shows the two major peaks. Besides the major peaks, the spectrum also shows several 

minor peaks. These· minor peaks are the harmonics of the two major periodic components. The 

harmonics are caused by the roundoff errors. We note that the estimated spectrum is biased at 

frequencies below 0.03. This problem might be corrected by using a bigger L. 

Data e. Variation.! in the Earth', rotation rate. The rate of the Earth's rotation is not steady. In 

general the rate gradually slows down, but there are a lot of variations from year to year. The 

data set consists of the changes of day length from 1821 to 1970. This data set was published in 

Luo et al. (1977), and is also available in Wilson (1985). The series length is 150 and the unit is 

0.00001 of a second. This series bas a moderate linear trend. Based on the detrended series, Luo 

et al. (1977) claimed to detect 12 different periodicities, and tried to match these periods with the 

periods of the moon, the planets and the sunspots. The periodogram and estimated spectrum of 

the detrended series are plotted in Figure 8. We do not find any peak from the estimated spec-

trum. 

Data S. Canadian Lynx Data. The third data set is the annual lynx trappings in the MacKenzie 

River District of Northwest Canada for 114 consecutive years from 1821-1934. This data set has 

been analyzed extensively. For some references see Campbell and Walker (1977), Tong (1977), 

Priestley (1981). Lim and Tong (1983), Haggan et al. (1984) and Haggan and Oyetunji (1984). In 

order to compare our result with some available results, we use the transformed data 

X( f )=log 10 Y( t ). where Y( t) is the original series. 

The window length used by the smoothing procedure 1s 13, and the critical values are 
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c2=7.03, c8=9.98, c 4_5.98 and c6=6.27. The critical values are the approximate 99th percen

tiles. The solid line in Figure 9 is the feature preserving estimate and the dashed line is the spec

trum of the eleventh order autoregressive obtained in Tong (1977). The proposed procedure finds 

a peak at frequenc~ 12/114, which is sharper than the peak of the AR(ll) spectral estimate. 

Beside the peak, the proposed estimat(' is smoother than the autoregressive spectral estimate. We 

find the statistic F(.>,.12)=33.187 (/=4), and the approximate p-value is 1-F2,18(33.187)611:=::::0.CXXH1. 

We note that the estimates show two moderate modes around 21/114 and 33/114. ·we find 

F(.>,.2 i)=I.531 and F(.>,. 33)=3.402, and F 2,18(1.531)=0.754 and F 2,18(3.402)=0.941. So these two 

peaks are far from being significant. We remark that these two modes are not located at the har

monics of the fundamental frequency. The autoregressive spectral estimate also shows a peak at 

frequency 45/114. However, based on the periodograms at the frequencies a.round 45/114, we do 

not see any evidence supporting the existence of a mode around that frequency. We have 

observed a similar phenomenon in Example 2 of Section 5, where a high order autoregressive spec

tral estimate tends to produce false peaks. 

Complex demodulation [Bingham, Godfrey and Tukey (1967)] is a useful tool in studying 

series containing modulated periodic components. For detail see Bloomfield (1976) and Hasan 

(1983). Complex demodulation computes the instantaneous amplitude and phase of the periodic 

component at frequency ),._ \Vhen the periodic component has a constant phase, the instantaneous 

phase should be a linear function of time. Figure 10 shows the instantaneous phase of the series 

demodulated at frequency A = (2rr)/9.63 = 11.838(2,r/114), which is the frequency estimated by 

Campell and Walker (197i). The smoothing kernel used here is a raised cosine window of length 

25. From the plot, it can be seen that the instantaneous frequency varies around 11.838/114 with 

a quite regular pattern. This is consistent with the observations of Galbraith (1977) and Akaike 

( 1977), that the series descends faster than it ascends. 

Q, Estimating Wavenumber Spectra of Spatial-Temporal Processes 

The feature preserving smoother can also be used to estimat.e high-dimensional spectra. The 

situation we consider here is that we have an array of sensors which receive signals propagating 
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through the array. The sensors a.rt> located at ri, i=l, ... ,I, in a two-dimensional space. We 

should assume that the signal sources are far away from the array, thus the signals can be viewed 

as plane waves. The records of the sensors can be modeled as 

J 

X(ri,t) = ES;{t-r,-(r.-)} + t(ri,t). 
;-1 

The sensors receive the common signals S,-( t ), but with different time delays r,-( r,. ), together with 

a stationary spatial-temporal noise process t( r,. ,t ), which has a smooth frequency-wavenumber 

spectrum. The time delays can be written as r,-(ri) = r.-(c05w,-,sinw,-)/",, where °'i and 

-( cosw i ,sinw i) are the speed and the direction of the j th propagating waves, respectively. The 

vector k,- = (cos....,;,sinw,-)/", is called the slowness vector of the jth signal. The Fourier 

transform of the ith sensor's record has the approximate relation 

J 

dx(ri,>.) :=::::: Ed,(>-)exp{-i>-r;(r;)} + dl(r,.,>.), 
j=I 

(3) 

where d,-(>-) is the Fourier transform of the jtb signal S,-(t). It can be seen from (3) that. at a 

fixed frequency A, the spatial process dx( r; ,.>.) contains J periodic components. The process 

X( r, t) has a mixed frequency-wavenumber spectrum ·with peaks at wavenumbers Ak ,- . \Ve can 

estimate the number from the number of peaks in the spectrum and estimate the velocities of the 

propagating waves from the locations of the peaks. 

In order to apply the feature preserving smoother to high-dimensional data, we need to give 

a proper definition of "neighboring". We say two regions R 1 and R 2 are neighbors if there exist 

Im 1-m2 I =l. The rest of the procedure can then be applied without modification. 

Now we consider a simple example. Suppose we have an array of sensors located on the lat-

tice {(m ,n ), 1 ~ m .n ~25}, and 

X( m ,n .fl = 0.2cos{(0.1)21rt - 1.73m - n} 

-+- 0.15cos{(0.1)21rt -r I.Olm - l.Oln} + f(m,n,t) t=l, ... ,300, 

is the record of the sensor at ( m ,n), where t:( m ,n ,t) is a white Gaussian spatial-temporal process 

with mean zero and variance 100. Figure 11.A is the perspective plot of the wavenumber 
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periodogram at frequency (0.1)21r. 

We use a 5 by 5 window to estimate the wavenumber spectrum at frequency (0.1)21r. The 

value of L is 5 and the critical values used are c2=9.58, c3=7.40, c4=6.26 and cr,=5.71. The 

critical values an.- the approximate 99th percentiles of the statistics DK 's obtained by Monte 

Carlo methods. The weighting function is proportional to 

w(i,j) = {1-cos(21ri/6)}{1-cos(21rJ"/6)}, 1 S i,j S 5. 

The resultant estimate is shown in Figure 11 .B. Figure 11.C shows the classical kernel estimat,e. 

which uses the same weighting function and window size as the ones used by the feature presen·

ing smoother. This example clearly demonstrates the advantage of the proposed procedure. 

10. Some Other Application 

The smoothing procedure proposed in this paper can be used to estimate the mean function 

of a process that might contain some abrupt changes. One important application of the feature 

preserving smoother is in the field of image processing. (In fact, to smooth a noisy image is the 

original motivatioo of developing the smoothing procedure.) Images usually contain some edges at 

which the gray level changes abruptly. The edges provide important information about the 

image. A lot of efforts have been spend in searching for smoothers which can produce sharp 

edges. 

Estimating a discontinuous regression function is another application. The feature preserv

mg procedure was applied to estimate the mean function of a sequence of independent random 

variables in Chiu (1987). The procedure can be extended to handle non-equally spaced data. 

Finally we remark that the procedure can also be used to detect outliers. 
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Appendix 

·we consider autoregressive processes 

X(t) = a(l)X(t-l) + · · · + a(m)X(t-m) + !(t) 

where !( t) is a white Gaussian series with mean zero and variance er. The coefficients satisfy the 

condition that the roots of A (z )=0 lie outside the unit circle where 

A(z)=l+a(l)z+ · · · +a(m)z"'. 

Let c ( u) and / ( >-) denote the autocovariance function and the spectrum of X( t ), respectively. 

Also define the modified sample autocovariance, 

where 

T-1 

c(u) =(I-at1 r-1 1:J(>-;)exp(i>-;u), u = 0,±1, ... , 
i-=O 

l /(>.;) 
i(>-;) = 

cf (>-d 

/(>.;)//(>.;) < C 

I(>-;)/ I (>-d ~ C 

c = -log(o), O<o<l, and/(>.) is the periodogram of X(t). Now we have 

(4) 

Theorem 1. Suppose that X(t), t=0, ... , T-1 is an autoregressive Gaussian process which 

satisfies the assumption above, then c ( u) converges to c ( u) almost surely for u = 0,±1, .... 

Proof: From the results in Section 3.8 of Brillinger (1975), X( t) can be represented as a moving-

average process. 

00 

X(t) = 1: b(t-u)t(u) 
•=O 

with 

00 

1:(I+lu l1)lb(u)I < oo 
s=O 

for all/ ~O. Application of Theorem 6.2.2 of Priestley (1981) yields 

where 
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- I Jc(>..) 
/,(>..) = 

C u2 /(2,r) 

I.(>..) < cu2/(2,r) 

/<()..) ~ C u2 /(2,r) 

E[IR(>..)1 2
] = 0(1/1'2) 

uniformly in >... Therefore, 

T-1 
(1-a)e(u) = 1 1 :E/(>..;)I<(>..;)exp(i>..;u) + o(l), 

;-o 
(5) 

where the error term converges to zero uniformly and almost surely. Since {u2 /(21r)t1 I,(>..;) are 

independent and exponentially distributed random variables with mean 1, the right hand side of 

(5) converges to 

~ 

( 1-a) c ( u ) = J ( 1-o) / ().. )exp( i >.. u ) d>.. ..... 

almost surely, a.nd this finishes the proof. 

In practice, the spectrum / (>..) is usually unknown. However, if we substitute a consistent 

estimate j(>,) for/(>..) in the definition of e(u) in (4), the result of the theorem still holds. Under 

the assumptions of Theorem 1, / (>..,9) is a consistent estimate of / (>..), where / (>..,9) denotes the 

power spectrum of the process when (J is the true parameter, and 9 is a consistent estimate of (J 

obtained from the original (unmodified) autocovariance function. From the theorem, it can be 

easily seen that the estimates of the coefficients and the spectrum obtained from c ( u) are con-

sistent. 

\Ve next pron a theorem about the asymptotic distribution of the test statistic max F(>-.;) 

Theorem 2. Under the as5umptions of Theorem 1 and letting n =[( T -1 )/2], then 

pr{ max F(>-.;)<z}:::::, {F22,(z)}". 
Isis" ' 

Proof: Following the same argument in Theorem 1. 

where 
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Ff(>-;)= I((>-;)/ E Ii>-;), 
IS!Hl$1 

and the error term converges to zero uniformly and almost surely. Note that I,(>.. 1 ). 

j=l, ... ,[(T-1)'2], is a sequence of independently exponential random variables with a com

mon mean o-2 /(2r.). we establish the theorem by applying the result in the Appendix of Chiu 

(1987). 
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Caption 

Figure 1. The results of Simulation 1; continuous spectrum. A The periodograms. B. The feature 

preserving spectral estimate. C. The classical kernel spectral estimate. D. The 7-th order autore

gressive spectral estimate. 

Figure 2. The results of Simulation 2; continuous spectrum plus a large peak. A. The period~ 

grams. B. The feature preserving spectral estimate. C. The classical kernel spectral estimate. D. 

The 17-th order aut,0regressive spectral estimate. 

Figure 3. The results of Simulation 3; continuous spectrum plus a mild peak. A. The period~ 

grams. B. The feature preserving spectral estimate. C. The classical kernel spectral estimate. D. 

The third order autoregressive spectral estimate. 

Figure 4. The results of Simulation 4; continuous spectrum plus two peaks. A. The periodograms. 

B. The feature preserving spectral estimate. C. The classical kernel spectral estimate. D. The 6-

th order autoregressive spectral estimate. 

Figure 5. The Akaike 's criterions ( denoted by *) and the robust Akaike 's criterions ( denoted by o) 

for Examples 1 to 4 (plotted in A to D, respectively). 

Figure 6. Comparison of J FP(">..) and J r.l'(">..) of Example 1. The order of the robust filter is 2. 

Figure 7. The periodograms and the feature preserving spectral estimate for the variable-star 

series. 

Figure 8. The periodograms and the feature preservmg spectral estimate for the series of the 

Earth's rotation rat.e. 

Figure 9. The periodograms, the feature preservmg spectral estimate (solid line) and the 11-tb 

order aut,OfegreS!:'iYe spectral estimate ( dashed line) [from Tong ( 1977): of the Canadian lynx 

sen es. 
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Figure 10. The instantaneous phase of the Canadian lynx series demodulated at frequenc-y 

>. = (2,r)/9.63. 

Figure 11. A. The wavenumber periodograms at frequency (0.1 )21r. B. The feature preserving 

spectral estimate. C. The classical kernel spectral estimate. 
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